
Overstayer Stereo VCA Compressor - USER GUIDE V2.0

Proper Connections

Power
The compressor requires a center positive 12VDC @ minimum 800mA wall adapter with 
a 2.1mm barrel connector that is UL, CE, or TUV/GS approved.

Audio
Audio inputs and outputs are balanced pin 2 hot through XLR connectors. The unit is 
setup for balanced +4dBu operation. 
!
Safety
This equipment should never be connected to any devices that have their (safety) 
power cord ground lifted.

CONTROLS

RATIO - With the BEHAVIOR control set to minimum, the ratio settings are as follows:
! LOW 2:1 with a gentle knee
! MED 4:1
! LIMIT (both switches engaged) greater than 10:1

THRESHOLD - Sets the level at which compression occurs.

GRAB - Expands the frequency range of the detector to react to the full signal 
bandwidth. With GRAB disengaged the signal feeding the detector is high pass filtered 
to react less to low frequency information. 

BEHAVIOR - Alters the hardness, slope and envelope of the compression action. 
Increase the control from its minimum to lower settings for ʻmoreʼ compression action 
and push, higher settings can produce rhythmic and creative pumping effects and can 
take the sound from virtually all ambience to all transients. As this control interacts with 
the other compression controls, it creates a large array of envelope shaping and sonic 
possibilities depending on the selected ratio and attack/release settings.
A little bit goes a long way, so it helps start with this control at (0), especially in bus 
applications. This control is a bit hard to explain, but fun to use...

ATTACK - Continuously variable from 0.1 mS to ~50 mS, 1 being fastest, 10 being 
slowest.*

! 0 ~ 0.1 mS
! 3 ~ 3.0 mS
! 5 ~ 8.0 mS
! 7 ~ 25.0 mS
! 10 ~ 50.0 mS



RELEASE - Continuously variable from less than 0.1 sec. to ~1.1 sec, 1 being fastest, 
10 being slowest.*

! 0 ~ 0.05 S
! 3 ~ 0.9 S
! 5 ~ 0.25 S
! 7 ~ 0.5 S
! 10 ~ 1.1 S

*Attack and Release times vary depending on RATIO and BEHAVIOR settings

AUTO REL - (Auto Release) engages a slow release time constant for sustained 
program material in addition to the time constant set by the Release control. Typically 
when Auto Release is engaged the Release control would be set very fast to respond to 
shorter transient signals. 

MAKEUP - Controls the amount of gain added to make up for the compression action, 
continuously variable from 0 dB to +21 dB. This level is pre BLEND.

BLEND - Controls the balance between the compressed (WET) and uncompressed 
signal (DRY).

LF BOOST - Controls a boost only low frequency shelving equalizer, continuously 
variable from 0 to +15 dB at 50 Hz (or 100 Hz if LFx2 is engaged).

HF BOOST - Controls a boost only high frequency shelving equalizer, continuously 
variable from 0 to +12 dB at 10 kHz.

EQ OUT - Removes the EQ circuitry from the signal path

RANGE - When engaged this sets the range of the compression meter to 12 dB in 3 dB 
steps. When disengaged the meter range is 4 dB in 1 dB steps

IN - Engages the unit, when disengaged the unit is bypassed



OPERATION

As in our FET compressor, some of the controls can go ʻtoo farʼ (especially in 
conjunction with high BEHAVIOR settings), and again we like the options and sonic 
possibilities (or mangling) this allows. If things are not sounding right, start by resetting 
BEHAVIOR to (0).

A good way to get a feel for how the compressor functions is to run a section of drums 
through the unit and go through the range of the controls, starting as follows:

RATIO!! ! MED engaged
THRESHOLD ! (0) fully clockwise
GRAB ! ! engaged
BEHAVIOR ! ! (0) fully counter clockwise
ATTACK! ! (5)
RELEASE! ! (5) 
MAKEUP! ! (0) fully counter clockwise
BLEND ! ! (WET) fully clockwise
LF BOOST! ! (0) fully counter clockwise
HF BOOST! ! (0) fully counter clockwise
IN! ! ! engaged!
all other switches disengaged

Adjust the threshold until the peaks are lighting all 4 LEDs on the meter, indicating 4 dB 
of compression. Adjust the timing controls in each direction to get a feel for the ranges. 
We recommend slowly making adjustments in general, as the range of controls are 
quite large and it can be easy to breeze by good settings by making too large of 
adjustments. Also as BEHAVIOR interacts with MAKEUP and can quickly make things 
quite loud with large adjustments.

Now set the ATTACK and RELEASE at around (3) and ease up the BEHAVIOR control 
to hear its effect. Now adjust the timing controls and see how they react. Reset the 
behavior to (0), timing controls to (3), set the meter to the 12 dB scale, and set the 
threshold for ~9 db reduction. Adjust the MAKEUP to get back to a sensible level. Again 
ease up on the BEHAVIOR, this time it will much more intense. Adjust the timing 
controls again to get a feel, keep one hand on the MAKEUP as levels can vary widely 
with different ATTACK and RELEASE times.

We find easy way to use BEHAVIOR is to set the compressor controls to your taste with 
BEHAVIOR at (0), then once you have your sound, slowly ease up BEHAVIOR. A little 
bit goes a long way here, especially if the reduction is already more than a few dB.

Have fun, get crazy, donʼt let us tell you what to do...



BUS SETTINGS

Some starting points for bus application are:

RATIO MED, BEHAVIOR (0), ATTACK (5.5), RELEASE (0), AUTO REL (engaged)
or
RATIO MED, BEHAVIOR (0), ATTACK (5.5), RELEASE (6), AUTO REL (disengaged)


